1.

This is a case about a group of newspaper companies run by a

conglomerate of companies referred to as GateHouse Media (defined below) that
devised a business practice designed to take advantage of its subscribers.
2.

Subscribers to GateHouse Media’s various weekly newspapers1 sign

up for offers such as a “1 Year Subscription” or a “26 Week Subscription.” But
that is not what they receive.
3.

Instead, GateHouse sends them, as frequently as once a month, a so-

called “premium” magazine called “Lens” which is filled almost exclusively with
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Among other publications, GateHouse Media publishes the following weekly paperes: Abington
Mariner, Acton Beacon, Allston Brighton Tab, Arlington Advocate, Beacon Villager - Maynard
& Stow, Bedford Minuteman, Belmont Citizen, Beverly Citizen, Billerica Minuteman, Bourne
Courier, Braintree Forum, Bridgewater Independent, Burlington Union, Cambridge Chronicle,
Canton Journal, Cape Codder, Carver Reporter, Chelmsford Independent, Cohasset Mariner,
Concord Journal, Danvers Herald, Dedham Transcript, Dover Sherborn Press, Easton Journal,
Falmouth Bulletin, Georgetown Record, Hamilton Wenham Chronicle, Hanover Mariner,
Hingham Journal, Holbrook Sun, Hopkinton Crier, Hudson Sun, Ipswich Chronicle, Kingston
Reporter, Lexington Minuteman, Lincoln Journal, Littleton Independent, Malden Observer,
Mansfield News, Marblehead Reporter, Marlborough Enterprise, Marshfield Mariner, Medfield
Press, Medford Transcript, Melrose Free Press, Natick Bulletin, Newburyport Current, North
Andover Citizen, Northborough Villager, Norwell Mariner, Norwood Bulletin, Old Colony
Memorial, Pembroke Mariner, Provincetown Banner, Randolph Herald, Raynham Call, Reading
Advocate, Rockland Standard, Roslindale Transcript, Salem Gazette, Saugus Advertiser,
Scituate Mariner, Sharon Advocate, Shrewsbury Chronicle, Somerville Journal, Southborough
Villager, Stoneham Sun, Stoughton Journal, Sudbury Town Crier & Sunday MetroWest,
Swampscott Reporter, Tewksbury Advertiser, The Register, The Sentinel, TriTown Transcript,
Wakefield Observer, Walpole Times, Waltham News Tribune, Wareham Courier, Watertown
Tab, Wayland Town Crier Tab, Wellesley Townsman & TAB, West Roxbury Transcript,
Westborough News, Westford Eagle, Weston Town Crier, Westwood Press, Weymouth News,
and the Winchester Star.
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advertisements and other puff articles, and has nothing to do with the weekly
newspaper subscribers signed up for.
4.

GateHouse then charges each subscriber as much as $2 per issue of

Lens. But rather than send subscribers a bill or give them a chance to turn down
Lens, they simply deduct $2 in value from the end of a subscriber’s subscription.
5.

So, a subscriber who signs up for one year of weekly newspapers from

GateHouse Media will instead receive as few as 30 weeks of the newspaper along
with numerous issues of Lens.
6.

GateHouse does not offer its subscribers the chance to opt-out of

receiving Lens. It buries the details about the surcharge in fine print that
contradicts the explicit, plain language of the advertisements.
7.

What’s worse, customers who are signed up for GateHouse’s

automatic debit programs are likely to never notice that their one year or 26-week
subscription lengths have been materially shortened.
8.

This action has two purposes. First, it seeks a refund for all

subscribers to GateHouse publications for Lens magazine surcharges they already
incurred. Second, it seeks a permanent injunction preventing GateHouse from
advertising fixed-length subscriptions that it intends to materially shorten with socalled “Premium Edition” surcharges without sufficient disclosure.
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Parties
9.

Plaintiff Dr. Steven Keenholtz is a resident of Marblehead,

Massachusetts, and a subscriber to the GateHouse Media publication the
Marblehead Reporter.
10.

Plaintiff Ms. Dorothy Guillicksen is a resident of Hanover,

Massachusetts, and a subscriber to the GateHouse Media publication the Hanover
Mariner.
11.

Defendant GateHouse Media, LLC is a Delaware Corporation with a

registered agent in Albany, New York, and with offices in Monroe County, New
York.
12.

Defendant GateHouse Media Massachusetts I, Inc. is a Delaware

Corporation with a principal place of business in Pittsford, New York.
13.

Defendant GateHouse Media Massachusetts II, Inc. is a Delaware

Corporation with a principal place of business in Pittsford, New York.
14.

Defendant Enterprise Publishing Company, LLC is a Delaware

business entity with a principal place of business in Pittsford, New York that
maintains an office in Needham, Massachusetts.
15.

Defendant Local Media Group, Inc. is a Delaware Corporation with a

principal place of business in Pittsford, New York.
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16.

Defendant The Inquirer & Mirror, Inc. is a Massachusetts corporation

with its principal place of business in Fairport, New York.
17.

Defendant George W. Prescott Publishing Co., LLC is a Delaware

business entity with a principal place of business in Pittsford, New York.
18.

Defendant GateHouse Media Ventures, Inc. is a corporation that

operates in, among other places, Quincy, Massachusetts.
19.

Defendant CA Massachusetts Holdings, Inc. is a Delaware

corporation with a principal place of business in Pittsford, New York.
20.

Defendant Lawyers Weekly, LLC is a Delaware business entity that

maintains an office in Boston.
21.

Collectively, throughout this Complaint, all Defendants are referred to

as “GateHouse,” “GateHouse Media,” or “Defendants”. Defendants knew, and
purposefully participated in, the wrongdoing alleged herein throughout the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, including in Essex County.
Factual Allegations
22.

Term-length subscribers to GateHouse Media’s daily and weekly

publications throughout Massachusetts, including Plaintiffs, subscribed to
publications with advertisements that promoted a fixed-length subscription (e.g.,
“26 Weeks Subscription” or “1 Year Subscription”).
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23.

Notwithstanding advertisements that have bold headlines promising

subscribers a fixed-length subscription, subscribers, including Plaintiffs, had their
subscription lengths materially shortened by GateHouse.
24.

Indeed, GateHouse shortened the agreed-to length of subscriber’s

subscriptions, including those of Plaintiffs, by charging a surcharge of $2 per issue
for each issue of Lens magazine (or other premium editions) sent to those
subscribers.
25.

Subscribers, including Plaintiffs, did not explicitly opt-in to receiving

Lens magazine or other premium editions, and had no reasonable way to refuse
them.
26.

Because of GateHouse’s premium edition billing policies, subscribers

did not receive the length of subscription they signed up for. For example, a
subscriber who signed up for a 1 Year Subscription would have had his subscription
shortened to less than 52 weeks because of surcharges for Lens Magazine.
27.

Information about the existence of Lens Magazine, or other premium

editions, and the surcharge policy, was either not disclosed to Plaintiffs and the
putative Class, or was disclosed in buried fine print.
28.

Advertising a fixed-length (e.g., one year or 26-week) subscription and

then modifying that subscription in the fine print is an unfair and deceptive act, and
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a violation of Mass. G.L. ch. 93A. See, e.g., FTC Policy Statement on Deception,
103 F.T.C. 174 at 180-81 (1983) (“Depending on the circumstances, accurate
information in the text may not remedy a false headline because reasonable
consumers may glance only at the headline. Written disclosures or fine print
may be insufficient to correct a misleading representation.”) (Emphasis added).
Chapter 93A incorporate the extensive body of Federal administrative and
decisional law under the FTC Act. Slaney v. Westwood Auto, Inc., 366 Mass. 688,
694 (1975).
29.

Plaintiff Dr. Keenholtz, for example, paid $80.50 for a promised

subscription to the Marblehead Reporter of 2 years plus 8 bonus issues, on or
around October 13, 2014. The subscription should have run for 112 weeks. Instead,
Dr. Keenholtz was billed for a renewal that reduced the length of his subscription
by at least 9 issues. This reduction appears to be a result of surcharges levied
against his account by Defendants for Lens magazine and other so-called
“premium editions.”
30.

Plaintiff Guillicksen subscribed to the Hanover Marnier on “auto

pay,” prepaying for a month at a time. She noticed that her debit card was being
debited more frequently than expected (i.e., more frequently than once a month),
and as a result, paid more than she expected for her newspaper. This reduction
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appears to be a result of surcharges levied against her account by Defendants for
Lens magazine and other “premium editions.”
Class Action Allegations
31.

Plaintiffs bring this lawsuit on behalf of themselves and the proposed

Class members pursuant to Massachusetts Rule of Civil Procedure 23.
32.

The proposed class consists of: all persons who, between April 1, 2014

and the date of entry of a Preliminary Approval Order, resided in Massachusetts,
purchased a subscription from GateHouse for a GateHouse publication, received
one or more premium editions, were assessed an additional amount for the
Premium Editions, and, rather than be billed for the additional amount, had the
length of their subscription adjusted such that the expiration of their subscription
was accelerated based on the surcharge amount of the Premium Editions published
during the Class Period. The following persons are excluded from the Class: all
persons who are officers, employees, agents, or directors of Defendants or any of
their subsidiaries and corporations related to any Defendant by ownership of shares
or other means of control, as well as Judges of this Court.
33.

The Class is so numerous that joinder of all members in impracticable.

34.

There are questions of law or fact common to the class, including,

among others, whether GateHouse Media’s disclosures to Class members about
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their premium edition pricing policies violates Massachusetts General Laws Ch.
93A; whether GateHouse Media has been unjustly enriched by the implementation
of its premium edition pricing policy; and whether GateHouse Media should be
allowed to retain money collected for premium editions in good conscience.
Indeed, these questions predominate over any questions affecting individual
members of the Class.
35.

Plaintiffs’ claims are typical of those of the rest of the Class, as all

Class members are similarly affected by Defendants’ wrongful conduct. Plaintiffs,
like other members of the Class, saw their promised subscription length shortened
by GateHouse’s policies. Plaintiffs are advancing the same claims and legal theories
on behalf of themselves and all absent members of the class.
36.

Plaintiffs can fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class.

Plaintiffs have no interests antagonistic to other members of the proposed Class.
Plaintiffs have retained counsel competent and experienced in class action
litigation, and Plaintiffs will prosecute this action vigorously.
37.

A class action is superior to all other available methods for the fair and

efficient adjudication of this controversy. It would be virtually impossible for
members of the Class to individually redress the wrongs done to them effectively.
Even if the members of the Class could afford such litigation, the court system
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could not. Individual litigation would increase the delay and expense to all parties,
and to the court system. By contract, the class action device presents no
management difficulties and provides the benefits of a single adjudication, economy
of scale, and comprehensive supervision by a single court.
38.

Unless a class is certified, Defendant will improperly retain monies

received because of its conduct.
Count I
Violation of Mass. G.L. Ch. 93A, § 9
39.

Plaintiffs incorporate herein all the allegations contained in the above-

numbered paragraphs.
40.

At all times relevant to this complaint, Defendants were engaged in

trade or commerce.
41.

The acts of Defendants constitute unfair and deceptive acts or

practices within the meaning of G.L. c. 93A, §§ 2 and 9 and 940 C.M.R. §§
3.02(3)-(4), 3.04, 3.05, 3.13(1)(a), and 3.16(2).
42.

The acts of Defendants described above were performed willfully and

knowingly.
43.

Because of the described unfair or deceptive acts or practices, Plaintiff

and members of the Class sustained injury including, but not limited to, charges
levied by GateHouse Media for premium editions.
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44.

On or around May 4, 2016, Plaintiffs, through their attorney, sent the

Defendants, via certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid, a written
demand for relief pursuant to G.L. c. 93A, § 9, identifying the claimants and
reasonably describing the unfair acts or practices relied upon and the injuries
suffered. A copy of the demand letter is attached hereto as Appendix A.
45.

On July 6, 2016, after a mutually agreed-to extension, Defendants

made an offer of settlement in response to Plaintiff’s demand letter.
46.

Settlement discussions continued throughout July and into December

47.

The Parties reached a Stipulation of Settlement on or around January

2016.

31, 2017 and anticipate moving the Court for preliminary approval of the settlement
and certification of the class in short order. Plaintiffs believe the value the
settlement to be more than $2.3 million in relief for past behavior, as well as
additional value for the forward-looking relief provided under the settlement.
48.

It is Plaintiffs’ belief that the settlement resolves one hundred percent

of the Class’s damages and prevents Defendants from committing similar
violations in the future.
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Relief Requested
49.

Plaintiffs demand judgment, preliminary and permanent relief,

including injunctive relief, in their favor and in favor of the Class and against the
Defendants as follows:
a. Certifying this case as a class action, certifying the proposed Class,
and designating the Plaintiffs and the undersigned as representatives
of the Class;
b. Compensating the Class with statutory damages for each balance
inquiry transaction.
c. Awarding attorneys’ fees and costs as permitted under the law.
d. Any other relief available.
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Appendix A
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